he use of new contact force catheters has become routine in atrial fibrillation ablation with the hope that the additional contact force information will improve outcomes and reduce complications. The excitement over the use of contact force catheters stems from the fact that long-term lesion creation has not been very reliable as evidenced by reconnection of pulmonary veins shortly after isolation or atrial scar imaging using MRI (1,2). Atrial scar imaging 3 months after ablation, before contact force, has shown that as much as 50% 
T he use of new contact force catheters has become routine in atrial fibrillation ablation with the hope that the additional contact force information will improve outcomes and reduce complications. The excitement over the use of contact force catheters stems from the fact that long-term lesion creation has not been very reliable as evidenced by reconnection of pulmonary veins shortly after isolation or atrial scar imaging using MRI (1, 2) . Atrial scar imaging 3 months after ablation, before contact force, has shown that as much as 50% of areas targeted for ablation did not result in longterm scar and only one-third of the pulmonary veins are completely encircled by scar despite acute isolation of pulmonary veins (2) . Early studies with contact force have shown promising results with reduced procedure and fluoroscopy time (3), but the parameters that will result in stable lesions without gaps is still unknown (4) . Some studies have shown improved outcome with the use of higher contact force, but the results are equivocal (5, 6) . Prior studies have also shown a positive correlation between increasing contact force and lesion size, but greater contact force is also associated with steam pops and perforations (7).
Numerous prior works have tried addressing the issue of ideal ablation parameters such as force, power, time of ablation, impedance, and stability, but the ideal force that will result in long-term lesions while minimizing the risk of rupture is work in progress. The goal should be to minimize the edematous areas, and, based on this study, just having adequate contact with force of <10 g might be sufficient to create durable lesions. The human atrium in most areas is approximately 2 to 3 mm thick, so even low force will adequately create transmural lesions in most of the left atrium (12) . Only certain parts of the human atrium have a larger thickness of as much as 5 mm, and those areas might need a slightly greater force (12, 13) .
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Finally, as much as contact force is a significant advancement in our field, we still lack a method to visualize ablation-related tissue changes directly. The use of MRI in assessing ablation-related tissue changes highlights the importance of direct visualization.
Using a real-time MRI system while ablating further enhances our ability to detect tissue changes acutely and distinguish reversible edematous changes from areas that will result in long-term scar. Developing such a system is work in progress (14, 15) .
In conclusion, the study contributes significantly to the growing knowledge base of optimal force for atrial fibril- 
